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Two Good Deer-Proof Friends by Fran Benton  

I know what you are saying ‐there is no such thing as a deer proof plant! 

Well deer will eat almost anything if they are desperate but there are some 

plants that deer just do not like. Here are two that really work! Plant 

number one is a plant you already know – Yucca. This is a tough old 

buzzard of a plant that is easy to grow and tolerates drought and neglect. 

Yet, if you take care of it there will be glorious flowers and healthy growth 

that you will be proud of! Yucca is an architectural plant that looks 

fantastic in a rock garden or border. It originally comes from the Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico, and 

south Atlantic states. It has many of varieties including the famed Joshua Tree. The petals of 

Yucca can be eaten and are featured in several Mexican dishes. I always enjoy how plants are 

categorized and believe it or not the Yucca is in the Asparagus family! Yucca grows in my front 

yard and even tolerates damp heavy soil and a north facing location.   

My second deer proof hero is New Zealand Daisy Bush Brachyglottis greyi). This lovely plant 

does in fact come from New Zealand. It is also tough. Its leaves have a fuzzy white underside. 

Deer are not fond of fuzzy plants. It has big clusters of cheerful yellow daisy flowers and blooms 

energetically in the summer. It grows in a scruffy disheveled manner, so I think of it as a rambler. 

It spreads about six or seven feet and grows about 4 feet high. This plant tolerates pruning quite 

well so you can shape it. It is not hard to propagate from cuttings.  

Oh and just for good measure here is another deer proof (and rabbit proof) plant that looks good 

beside your yucca and NZ daisy bush ‐ Jupiter’s Beard (Centranthus ruber). It’s a perennial that 

will come up year after year, tolerates drought and can be shaped and trimmed to look good! 

So you see there is no point to sit in your house giving the deer “stink eye” when you can plant 

these guys and be smug! 

Happy gardening! 

First ‘Gardens As They Are’ Tour of the Season 
Cliff Stainsby and Mary-Ellen Dueling will open their vegetable garden for visits by Mill Bay Garden 
Club members on Sunday April 22 from 10:00am until 2:00pm. Cliff reports:  

“The garden will be just as it would be if there were nobody coming to visit. So, it will be our 
vegetable garden in whatever stage it happens to be on April 22. Some beds will still be in winter 
mode, some ready for planting, and some planted. That said, it is a chance to see and discuss 
vegetable gardening as both the outside and greenhouse beds are being moved from winter 
through spring and on to summer. It is a good time to talk about seeding and potting on and 
transplanting out; soils and watering and mulching and composting and using manure; how we 
include a greenhouse in the process; winter cropping in the greenhouse; summer cropping in the 
greenhouse; crop rotations… and so on. 

“While I will be showing you my vegetable garden and answering questions, the quid pro quo, of 
course, is that I will be asking you how you go about growing your vegetables. So, to you 
vegetable gardeners (and would be vegetable gardeners), we hope to see you Sunday, April 22.” 




